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Farmerama. Trivial Pursuit Unhinged v1.0 Q: Check if an element is inside of an array I have a big list with a bunch of elements and I need to make sure that they are all inside of the array. It is my first attempt to work with arrays in javascript. I tried this: var animals = ["cat", "elephant", "dog"]; var mouse = ["mouse"]; animal.includes(mouse); A: Your list does not have an array, so that has to be defined as an object or an
array. var animals = { "cat": {}, "elephant": {}, "dog": {} }; var mouse = {}; Then you can use includes: animals.includes(mouse); That will check if mouse exists in any of the objects inside the list. If you want to check that all the list elements include the key you want then you can iterate over all the list elements and check that key exists (which can be done in a loop). While a solid majority of Republicans appear to agree

with President Trump's decision to take military action against Syria, the administration's apparent use of chemical weapons against civilians has prompted questions about the president's discretion to use military force. A new poll commissioned by Axios shows that 46% of Republicans think the U.S. should now launch strikes against the government of Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad. In comparison, just 39% of
Republicans feel the U.S. should not launch strikes against the Assad government. The results of the poll are notable given that Americans are sharply divided as to whether Assad's regime should be held accountable for last week's chemical weapons attack. An NBC/WSJ poll conducted Feb. 15-17 found that 47% of Americans believed that "U.S. military action against Syria in response to the chemical weapons attack on

civilians in Idlib Province would be justified." Only 30% said that "no action is justified." The NBC/WSJ poll was conducted following a week in which the U.S. Senate failed to pass a resolution that would have reversed President Obama's executive orders to authorize military force against Syria. Seven in 10 Americans said that Congress should not have limited the president's ability to use force in Syria without
congressional authorization. 3da54e8ca3
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